How to Weave on the Bucilla Magic-Loom in Four Easy Steps

When buying yarn for the Bucilla Magic-Loom, remember that it takes approximately 9 yards of any yarn to weave each 4 inch by 4 inch Motif.

Follow these instructions carefully and exactly; refer to illustrations often and you will be rewarded with a finished product of which you will be justly proud.

Turn Bucilla Magic-Loom so that side with ¼ inch slit at lower left faces you. This will be called “Side 1” (see Fig. 1).

FIRST STEP—Tie a slip knot near end of yarn. Anchor knot behind slit (Fig. 1) and lay yarn BETWEEN first 2 pins at left of Side 1 (see Fig. 1). Draw yarn to opposite side (Side 3) and from left to right AROUND first 2 pins at left side of Side 3 (see A in Fig. 1). Note that every 3rd pin (guide pin) around Magic-Loom is longer at the bottom. Continue laying yarn as illustrated, always skipping 1 short pin and circling 1 long and 1 short pin. FOLLOW FIG. 1 EXACTLY, USING ONLY ENOUGH TENSION TO KEEP YARN ON PINS (Weaving in Fourth Step will tighten yarn). At end (see B in Fig. 1), encircle last long pin on Side 1 and first short pin on Side 2.

SECOND STEP—Turn Magic-Loom so that Side 2 (see Fig. 1) faces you. Continue (from B in Fig. 2) as in First Step, FOLLOWING FIG. 2. At end (see C on Fig. 2), encircle 2 corner pins as before.

THIRD STEP—With Side 3 (opposite Side 1) facing you, continue as before to D on Fig. 3. (If wound correctly, each short pin on Sides 1 and 3 will have 1 thread around it and each long pin will have 2 threads around it; check this now.) You now have 3 layers of yarn, the irst and third layers are parallel to each other and the second layer runs crosswise between them. To measure yarn for Fourth Step (weaving), *do not cut yarn, wind 5 times around outside of pins and cut. Unwind this measured yarn and thread needle.

For 2-color effect cut yarn at * (Fig. 3); tie new color to cut end at D and measure as before.

FOURTH STEP (Weaving)—See Fig. 4—Row 1—With Side 3 facing you, insert needle between first 2 (short) pins on Side 4 (D in Fig. 4), then weave under first thread (first layer), over
second thread (third layer), under third thread (first layer), over next thread (third layer); continue in this way across; at end, needle will be under outside loop at E. Draw yarn through. This is your first woven row. Row 2 — Turn Magic-Loom so that Side 1 faces you. Following arrow go around first 2 pins on Side 2 (1 long and 1 short pin), then over first, under second, over third; across row; at end, needle will be over outside loop at F in Fig. 4. Row 3—Go around next 2 pins, continue as row 1 to G in Fig. 4 (needle under outside loop). Continue in this way until you have woven 16 rows (each odd row, end as row 1; each even row, end as row 2). Row 17 (Last row, see Fig. 4)—Go around last pin on side 4, continue as row 1 (weaving needle next to pins of Side 1).

Before removing Motif from Magic-Loom, untie slip knot, weave both loose ends back through 3 or 4 threads. After all weaving is finished, adjust the strands to parallel positions. It is necessary that this adjusting be done while the Motif is still on the loom. The threads will seem to be too far apart, but immediately upon removing the Motif from the loom these openings will close up, giving you a closely woven fabric. To remove Motif from Magic-Loom, slide needle under all threads next to inside of pins and lift off. Repeat on all sides. You now have 1 Motif in Plain Weaving.

It is very simple to work a fascinating Design Weave on the Bucilla Magic-Loom. To do so, complete the First, Second and Third Steps as for Plain Weave; then work Fourth Step as instructed for each design. (Note: U means Under, O means Over, U1 means Under 1 thread, O3 means weave Over 3 threads. Stitches within brackets [ ]—are to be worked the number of times indicated. Example: [O1, U3] 3 times, means O1, U3, O1, U3, O1, U3).

ADJUSTA-BAR

In addition to the 4x4 Motif, the Bucilla Magic Loom makes it possible for you to weave 3 other sizes of Motifs on the one Loom. To weave a 1x4 Motif, insert Adjusta-Bar in groove A-A and proceed as before, only substitute Adjusta-Bar for Side 3. For a 2x4 Motif, use Adjusta-Bar in groove B-B. For a 3x4 Motif, use Adjusta-Bar in groove C-C and substitute Adjusta-Bar for Side 3, using Side 2 as Side 1.

TO BLOCK WOVEN ARTICLES

Spread a pad (on a table or on the floor) on which the article can be stretched and pinned. Pin the article on pad, pinning through double loops, about every inch, stretching to measurement. Lay a damp cloth over it. Pass a hot iron lightly over the cloth, allowing the steam to go through the article, but do not let the weight of the iron rest or press on it. Leave the article pinned down until dry.
"OMBREE PLAID" AFGHAN
No. 3375

Approximate Size: 51 inches by 71 inches

Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: 4 skeins matching solid color (B).

or
Fleisher's Superior Ombree Knitting Worsted Article F201: 6 skeins (A).
Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: 4 skeins matching solid color (B).
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 117)—With A weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

MOTIF 2 (Make 58)—With B weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.
Repeat these 2 rows until 16 rows from beginning.
Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 3 (Make 238)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A with B weave 1 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 2.
Join 128 Motifs 3, end to end to form eight strips 16 Motifs long and 1 in. wide.
Join all Motifs 1 and 108 Motifs 3 to form nine strips as Fig. 1, Page 19.
Join all strips and all Motifs 2 as Fig. 2.
Block and steam lightly.
"CROSS-STITCH ROSE" AFGHAN
No. 3362

Approximate Size: 58 inches by 82 inches

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: 11 skeins Background color (American Beauty No. 49 or Grey No. 74 or Aqua Blue No. 340 or Royal Blue No. 18 or Black).

or Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: 11 skeins for Background color (American Beauty No. 149 or Grey No. 174 or Aqua Blue No. 440 or Royal Blue No. 118 or Black).

Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 1 skein each Old Rose No. 637, No. 638, No. 639, No. 641; 1 skein Baby Pink No. 604; 1 skein Rose No. 693; 2 skeins Rose No. 695; 1 skein Red No. 651; 1 skein Tan No. 620; 1 skein each Rust No. 633, No. 634, No. 635, No. 636; 3 skeins each Spruce Green No. 669, No. 670, No. 671; 2 skeins Green No. 630; 3 skeins Green No. 631; 2 skeins Green No. 690; 3 skeins Grey No. 663; 1 skein Grey No. 659; 1 skein each Yellow No. 611, No. 613; 1 skein each Blue No. 646, No. 642; 2 skeins Blue No. 644; 1 skein Navy No. 647; 3 skeins Snow White No. 696.

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIFS (Make 315)—With Knitting Worsted Weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

Join to make rectangle 21 by 15 Motifs. Embroider (cross-stitch over 2 woven strands each way) as on Chart, Page 20. Block and steam lightly.
"MILADY" AFGHAN
No. 3376

Approximate size: 47 inches by 71 inches

MATERIALS — Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: Main Color; 2 skeins darkest shade (A), 2 skeins next darkest shade (B), 2 skeins lighter shade (C), 2 skeins lightest shade (D) [all shades of one color]; 6 skeins Contrasting Color (E), or Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: Main Color; 2 skeins darkest shade (A), 2 skeins next darkest shade (B), 2 skeins lighter shade (C), 2 skeins lightest shade (D) [all shades of one color]; 6 skeins Contrasting Color (E).

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 18) — With A weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.
Row 3—U1, O1, [U3, O1] 7 times; end, U1, O1, U loop.
Repeat rows 2 and 3 alternately until 16 rows from beginning.
Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 2 (Make 16) — With A weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.
Row 3—Repeat row 1.
Row 4—[O1, U1] 6 times, O9, U1, [O1, U1] 5 times, O loop (thus making 1 long strand).
Row 5—Repeat row 1.
Row 6—[O1, U1] 6 times, draw needle and yarn through, draw needle and yarn through long strand

(Continued on Page 17)
"ARGYLE" AFGHAN
No. 3374

Approximate Size: 40 inches by 64 inches

MATERIALS — Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: 5 skeins Main Color (A); 2 skeins each Contrasting Color (B) and Contrasting Color (C).

or

Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: 5 skeins Main Color (A); 2 skeins each Contrasting Color (B) and Contrasting Color (C).

Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 5 skeins each Shadow-Line Color (D) and Shadow-Line Color (E).

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 136)—With A weave 4 in. by 4 in. Design Weave as follows: Row 1—U1, O3, [U1, O1] 12 times, U1, O3, U loop.

Row 2—O1, U1, O3, U1, [O1, U1] 10 times, O3, U1, O2, O loop.

Row 3—[U1, O3] twice, [U1, O1] 8 times, [U1, O3] twice, U loop.

Row 4—O1, U1, [O3, U1] twice, [O1, U1] 6 times, [O3, U1] twice, O1, U1, O loop.

Row 5—[U1, O1] twice, [U1, O3] twice, [U1, O1] 4 times, [U1, O3] twice, [U1, O1] twice, U loop.


Row 7—[U1, O1] 4 times, [U1, O3] 4 times, [U1, O1] 4 times, U loop.

Row 8—[O1, U1] 5 times, [O3, U1] 3 times, [O1, U1] 5 times, O loop.

Row 9—[U1, O1] 6 times, [U1, O3] twice, [U1, O1] 6 times, U loop.

(Continued on Page 17)
"GLAMOUR" EVENING HOOD
No. 3381

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Afghan Germantown Article 042: 2 skeins Black No. 600 or Snow White No. 696.

or

Fleisher's Afghan Germantown Article F40: 2 skeins Black No. 500 or Snow White No. 596.
Bucilla Metallic Article 3788: 1 tube.
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.
Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 16)—Wind 4 in. by 4 in. with yarn, weave Plain Weave with Metallique.

MOTIF 2 (Make 16)—Wind 4 in. by 4 in. with yarn, weave Design with Metallique as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U1] across; end, O loop.
Row 3—Repeat row 1.
Row 4—[O1, U1] 6 times, 09, U1, [O1, U1] 5 times, O loop (thus making 1 long strand).
Row 5—Repeat row 1.
Row 6—[O1, U1] 6 times, draw needle and yarn through, draw needle and yarn through long strand of row 4 (thus crossing long strand) then complete as row 4. Adjust yarn so that crossed strands are even.
Row 7—Repeat row 1.
Row 8—[O1, U1] twice, 09, U1, [O1, U1] 3 times, 09, U1, O1, U1, O loop.

(Continued on Page 15)

"TAILORED" GILET
No. 3382

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Angel Zephyr Article 7136: 1 skein.

or

Fleisher's Fleecy Zephyr Article F116: 1 skein.
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.
Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 28)—Weave 4 in. by 4 in. Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.
Repeat these 2 rows until 16 rows from beginning.
Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 2 (Make 7)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, weave 2 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.
Join all Motifs 1 and four Motifs 2 as Fig. 1, Page 21.
(don't join dotted lines) then join three Motifs 2 around neck edge as Fig. 2, leaving lapels free.
Block and steam lightly. Sew 4 tapes at waistline.
"MORNING CHARM" BEDIJACKET
No. 3380
Any Size

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Sweater Floss Article 852: 7 balls.

or

Fleisher's Sweater Floss Article F44: 7 balls.
2-inch ribbon to match—11/2 yards.
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (3 in. by 4 in. with 1 in. Loops—Make 90)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, draw A to Side 2 and wind as for Second Step (Fig. 2, Page 2) ignoring Adjusta-bar and allowing yarn to pass between whichever teeth of the Adjusta-bar are most convenient. The 1 in. winding on the far side of the Adjusta-bar will form the Loops and is not to be woven. Now wind as for Third Step (Fig. 3, Page 2), stopping at 1 tooth before the Adjusta-bar. Wind next Step using Adjusta-bar as one side and winding across threads of previous Step only. Weaving through the 3 layers of winding in usual way (leaving 1 in. Loops beyond Adjusta-bar free), weave 13 rows of Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across row; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across row; end, O loop.
Row 3—Repeat row 1.
Row 4—O1, U1, [O1, U3] across row; end, O1, U1, O loop.

(Continued on Page 15)

"OUTDOOR GIRL" SET
No. 3371

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Afghan Germantown Article 042: 3 skeins. For Embroidery 1 skein Snow White No. 696.

or

Fleisher's Afghan Germantown Article F40: 3 skeins.
For Embroidery 1 skein Snow White No. 596.
Scrap of colored yarn for center of Daisies.
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 45)—Weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

MOTIF 2 (Make 8)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, weave 3 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

MOTIF 3 (Make 4)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.


SCARF—Join 20 Motifs 1 (10 long by 2 wide). Run double strand of White lengthwise 1 in. from each side edge, leaving 2 ins. at each end of White free.

(Continued on Page 17)
"RUFFLE" CARRIAGE COVER
No. 3369
Approximate size: 28 inches by 32 inches

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: 2 skeins Grey No. 63 or White (A); 1 skein Baby Pink No. 24 (B).

or

Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: 2 skeins Grey No. 163 or White (A); 1 skein Baby Pink No. 124 (B).

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 12)—With B wind 4 in. by 4 in. With A weave Plain Weave.

MOTIF 2 (Make 24)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, with B wind 2 in. by 4 in. With A weave Plain Weave.

MOTIF 3 (Make 18)—With A wind 4 in. by 4 in. With A weave Design Weave as follows: Row 1—U1, O3, [U1, O1] 12 times, U1, O3, U loop.
Row 2—O1, U1, O3, U1, [O1, U1] 10 times, O3, U1, O2, O loop.
Row 3—[U1, O3] twice, [U1, O1] 8 times, [U1, O3] twice, U loop.
Row 4—O1, U1, [O3, U1] twice, [O1, U1] 6 times, [O3, U1] twice, O1, U1, O loop.
Row 5—[U1, O1] twice, [U1, O3] twice, [U1, O1] 4 times, [U1, O3] twice, [U1, O1] twice, U loop.

(Continued on Page 16)

"SHADOW LOOP" CRIB COVER
No. 3384
Approximate Size: 35 inches by 50 inches

MATERIALS — Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: 3 skeins Baby Pink No. 24 or Baby Blue No. 10 (A); 3 skeins White (B).

or

Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: 3 skeins Baby Pink No. 124 or Baby Blue No. 110 (A); 3 skeins White (B).

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

5 yards Pink or Blue 2-inch Satin Binding.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (3 in. by 4 in. with 1 in. Loops—Make 77)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, draw A to Side 2 and wind as for Second Step (Fig. 2, Page 2) ignoring Adjusta-bar and allowing yarn to pass between whichever teeth of the Adjusta-bar are most convenient. The 1 in. of winding on the far side of the Adjusta-bar will form the Loops and is not to be woven. Now wind as for Third Step (Fig. 3, Page 2), stopping at 1 tooth before the Adjusta-bar. Wind next Step using Adjusta-bar as one side and winding across threads of previous Step only. Weaving through the 3 layers of winding in usual way (leaving 1 in. Loops beyond Adjusta-bar free), weave 13 rows of Plain

(Continued on Page 16)
"SCOTTIE" CARRIAGE COVER AND TOY
No. 3368
Approximate size: 26 inches by 30 inches

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: 2 skeins White (A); 1 skein Baby Blue No. 10 or Baby Pink No. 24 (B).

or

Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: 2 skeins White (A); 1 skein Baby Blue No. 110 or Baby Pink No. 124 (B). Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 1 skein Navy No. 647.

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

**MOTIF 1** (Make 30)—With A weave 4 in. by 4 in.
Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.
Row 3—Repeat row 1.
Row 4—O1, U1, [O3, U1] across; end, O1, U1, O loop. Repeat last 4 rows until 16 rows from beginning.
Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

**MOTIF 2** (Make 28)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A, with A weave 1 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.

**MOTIF 3** (Make 24)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, with B weave 2 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.

**MOTIF 4** (Make 6)—With B weave 4 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.

**MOTIF 5** (Make 3)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, with B weave 3 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.

(Continued on Page 17)

"INFANTS" BUNTING AND MITTEN SET
No. 3378

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: 2 skeins Baby Pink No. 24 or Baby Blue No. 10 (A); 1 skein White (B).

or

Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: 2 skeins Baby Pink No. 124 or Baby Blue No. 110 (A); 1 skein White (B).

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Bucilla Six Strand Embroidery Floss Article 017: 1 skein contrasting Baby color.
2 yards of 3/4-inch and 1 yard of 1/4-inch Satin Baby Ribbon to match.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

**MOTIF 1** (Make 56)—With A weave 4 in. by 4 in.
Plain or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] twice, U1, O3, [U1, O1] 7 times, U1, O3, [U1, O1] 3 times, U loop.
Row 2—O2, U1, [O1, U1] twice, O2, U1, [O1, U1] 5 times, O3, U1, [O1, U1] twice, O2, O loop.
Row 3—U1, O3, [U1, O1] twice, U1, O3, [U1, O1] 3 times, U1, O3, [U1, O1] twice, U1, O3, U1, O1, U loop.
Row 4—[O1, U1] twice, O3, U1, [O1, U1] twice, O3, U1, O1, [O1, U1] twice, O3, U1, O1, U1, O Loop.

(Continued on Page 15)
FOOTSTOOLS OR PILLOW TOPS

"LUXURY" No. 3372
or
"CHARM" No. 3373

Approximate Size: 16 inches by 20 inches

MATERIALS—Bucilla Tapestry Wool Article 033:
2 skeins dark color (for Background).

For Embroidery (No. 3372): Bucilla Embroidery
Wool Article 024: 1 skein each Coral No. 688 [A];
Red No. 649 [B], No. 651 [C], No. 652 [D];
Green No. 630 [E], No. 632 [F]; Blue No. 642 [K], No. 643
[Li], No. 645 [N]; Yellow No. 610 [P]; Brown No. 625
[T].

For Embroidery (No. 3373): Bucilla Embroidery
Wool Article 024: 1 skein each Baby Pink No. 604
[A]; Old Rose No. 637 [B], No. 639 [C], No. 641 [D];

Green No. 631 [E]; Brown No. 625 [F]; Snow White
No. 696 [K],

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE
AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 10)—Weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
(For "Charm" Footstool or Pillow Top No. 3373 use
Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—
[D1, D2] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—(D2, D1) across; end, O loop.
Row 3—Repeat row 1.
Row 4—D1, D2, [D2, D1] 12 times, D1, D4, O loop.
Repeat rows 1 and 4 alternately 8 times.
Repeat rows 1 and 2.
Row 17 (NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 2 (Make 10)—Using Adjustable Bar in groove
B-B, weave 2 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.
Join all Motifs and Embroider (cross-stitch over two
woven threads each way) as on chart, Page 23.
Block and steam lightly.
"ESQUIRE" MAN'S SCARF No. 3370

MATERIALS—Bear Brand Standard Knitting Worsted Article 7150: 1 skein dark color (A); 1 skein light color (B).

or

Fleisher's Superior Knitting Worsted Article F200: 1 skein dark color (A); 1 skein light color (B).

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

(Continued on Page 16)

"ROSEBUD" KNITTING BAG No. 3367

MATERIALS—Bucilla Tapestry Wool Article 033: 4 skeins Dark Color (for Background).

For Embroidery, Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 1 skein each Baby Pink No. 604 (A); Rose No. 691 (B), No. 693 (C), No. 695 (D); Old Rose No. 641 (E); Green No. 630 (H), No. 632 (J); 3 skeins Yellow No. 611 (K).

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

1 pair dowel-type Handles as shown (approximately 12 inches over all).

Suitable material for lining—1/2-yard.

Heavy cardboard—14½ inches by 23½ inches.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

(Continued on Page 16)

"HEARTH" DOORSTOP No. 3366

MATERIALS—Bucilla Tapestry Wool Article 033: 1 skein dark color (for Background). For Embroidery, Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 1 skein each Old Rose No. 637 (A); No. 639 (B); No. 641 (C); Green No. 630 (D); No. 632 (E).

1 Brick and enough cardboard to place around to make size 3½ by 2½ by 8 inches.

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

(Continued on Page 16)

"ROSEBUD" COMPACT CASE No. 3383

MATERIALS—Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 3 skeins light color (for Background). For Embroidery: 1 skein each Baby Pink No. 604 (A); Rose No. 691 (B), No. 693 (C), No. 695 (D); Old Rose No. 641 (E); Green No. 630 (H), No. 632 (J); Black No. 600 (K).

Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF (Make 2)—Weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave and embroider (half-cross-stitch over one woven thread each way, using same chart as for "Rosebud" Knitting Bag No. 3367 on Page 23). Join, back to back, leaving top open.

Block and steam lightly.
"TOPSY 'n' EVA"
Reversible Doll No. 3361

MATERIALS—Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 10 skeins Baby Pink No. 604 (A); 7 skeins Brown No. 627 (B); 7 skeins Snow White No. 696 (C); 5 skeins Turquoise No. 608 (D); 2 skeins Black No. 600 (E).
Any suitable Stuffing.
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

(Continued on Page 15)

"BOBBY" HORSE
No. 3364

MATERIALS—Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 8 skeins Snow White No. 696 (A); 3 skeins Brown No. 627 (B).
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.
Suitable material for Stuffing.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 4)—With A weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
MOTIF 2 (Make 2)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, with A weave 3 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
MOTIF 3 (Make 1)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, with A weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

(Continued on Page 15)

"SONNY" BUNNY
No. 3365

MATERIALS—Bucilla Embroidery Wool Article 024: 9 skeins Snow White No. 696.
For Embroidery: Bucilla Six Strand Embroidery Floss Article 017: 1 skein Brown No. 2540.
1/2-yard Blue Ribbon for Neck Bow.
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.
Any suitable Stuffing.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

MOTIF 1 (Make 10)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
MOTIF 2 (Make 2 for Ears)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, weave 3 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

(Continued on Page 15)

"SITTING" KITTEN
No. 3363

1/2-yard ribbon for bow.
Any suitable Stuffing.
Bucilla Magic-Loom Article 3800.

Note: See Pages 2 and 3 for HOW TO WEAVE AND JOIN.

(Continued on Page 16)
"TOPSY 'n EVA" No. 3361
(Continued from Page 14)

 MOTIF 1 (Make 2)—With A weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 2 (Make 2)—With B weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 3 (Make 5)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, with A weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 4 (Make 5)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, with B weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 5 (Make 2)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A, with B weave 1 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 6 (Make 4)—With C weave as for Motif 1.

 MOTIF 7 (Make 4)—With C weave as for Motif 5.

 MOTIF 8 (Make 2)—With D weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.

Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.

Row 3—Repeat row 1.

Row 4—O1, U1, [O1, U3] across; end, O1, U1, O loop. Repeat last 4 rows until 16 rows from beginning.

Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

 MOTIF 9 (Make 2)—With A weave as for Motif 8.

 MOTIF 10 (Make 2)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, with D weave 3 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 8.

 MOTIF 11 (Make 2)—With A weave as for Motif 10.

HEAD—Join and stuff one Motif 1 and one Motif 2 (back to back on all 4 sides as shown, Page 23).

BODY—Join and stuff other Motifs 1 and 2 in same way only do not sew in corners.

FEET—Fold each Motif 5 across width, join as shown.

FINISHING—Put Bloomers and Dress on Doll, shirring waistline snugly. With Motif 7 make dress insertion and bow for each side of Doll. With E make curls of loops at top of Head. Braid a 15 inch rope of E (27 strands) and sew across center of curls at top of Head. Embroider and finish as shown.

"BOBBY" HORSE No. 3364
(Continued from Page 14)

 MOTIF 4 (Make 1)—With B weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 5 (Make 1)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, with B weave 3 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 6 (Make 1)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, with B weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

Join Motifs as on Chart, Page 23.

With B Embroider Eyes, Nose and Mouth as shown. Attach short strands of A and B for Mane and Ears. With B make Tail and attach.

"MORNING CHARM" BEDJACKET No. 3380
(Continued from Page 9)

Repeat last 4 rows in same order twice.

Row 13—(Final row—NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

Join Motifs to make 5 strips of 18 each (see Page 21). Join strips to form Open Work (Page 18).

Using round pointed needle with large eye, run ribbon through Bedjacket 1 in. below top and shirr on ribbon to 18 ins. Work all shirring over shoulders (away from back and front) and tack in place.

Block and steam lightly.

"SONNY" BUNNY No. 3365
(Continued from Page 14)

 MOTIF 3 (Make 2 for Arms)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A, weave 1 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

HEAD—Join and stuff three Motifs 1 as in Fig. 1, Page 23.

EARS—Shirr two Motifs 2 as in Fig. 1 and insert in Head.

BODY—Join and stuff five Motifs 1 as in Fig. 2.

LEGS—Join and stuff two Motifs 1 as in Fig. 3.

ARMS—Join and stuff two Motifs 3 as in Fig. 4.

TAIL—Wind yarn 50 times around ½-in. cardboard. Slip a threaded needle under yarn and tie securely. Slip from cardboard and cut loops. Trim and tuck in place.

"GLAMOUR" EVENING HOOD No. 3381
(Continued from Page 8)

Row 9—Repeat row 1.

Row 10—Work as row 8, crossing both long strands. Repeat rows 1, 4, 1, 6, 1, 2.

Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

 MOTIF 3 (Make 28)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A, with yarn wind and weave 1 in. by 4 in. Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.

Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.

Repeat these 2 rows once.

Row 5—(Final row—NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

Join Motifs as on Chart, Page 21, making Metallique lines run up and down on Motif 1 and run across on Motif 2 (as indicated by arrows). Fold across center and join on heavy lines. Block and steam lightly.

"INFANT'S" BUNTING AND MITTEN SET No. 3378
(Continued from Page 11)

Row 5—[U1, O1] twice, U1, O3, [U1, O1] twice, U1, O6, [U1, O1] twice, U1, O5, [U1, O1] 3 times, U loop. Repeat rows 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2.

Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

 MOTIF 2 (Make 15)—With B weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 3 (Make 6)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, with B weave 3 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

 MOTIF 4 (Make 10)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A, with A weave 1 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave. Split a few yards of color A lengthwise and with half-thickness (2 strands), embroider Daisies with French Knot centers made of Embroidery Floss (see Figs. 1, 2 and 3, Page 22) on eight Motifs 2 and six Motifs 3 then join all Motifs, 1, 2 and 3 as in diagrams, Page 22. Join eight Motifs 4 (end to end) to make strip 8 Motifs long, 1 inch wide for Hood ruffle. Join to front of Hood by taking up two double loops of ruffle for each one double loop of Hood (thus shirring each two Motifs to size of one Motif).

FINISHING—Insert ¼-inch ribbon thru Mittens as shown, tie bow. Tack 1 end of ¼-yard of ¼-inch ribbon to each Mitten. Cut ¼-inch ribbon into 8 strips of equal length. Tack to Bunting for bow ties. Block and steam lightly.
"RUFFLE" CARRIAGE COVER No. 3369
(Continued from Page 10)
Row 7—[U1, O1] 4 times, [U1, O3] 4 times, [U1, O1] 4 times, U loop.
Row 8—[O1, U1] 5 times, [O3, U1] 3 times, [O1, U1] 5 times, O loop.
Row 9—[U1, O1] 6 times, [U1, O3] twice, [U1, O1] 6 times, U loop.
Repeat rows 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2.
Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 4 (Make 56)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, with A wind and weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
Join Motifs 1, 2 and 3 as on Chart, Page 21. Join all Motifs 4 lengthwise into one long strip and join to form shirred border all around outside edge by joining two double loops of border to each one double loop of edge, shirring one whole Motif 4 into each corner of Cover to make full ruffle.
Block and steam lightly.

"SHADOW LOOP" CRIB COVER No. 3384
(Continued from Page 10)
Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop. Row 2—[O1, U2] slide needle across between first and third layers of wound yarn (without weaving); end, U1, O loop.
Row 3—[U1, O3] across; end, U loop.
Row 4—Repeat row 2.
Row 5—[U1, O1], [U1, O3] 7 times, U1, O1, U loop.
Repeat rows 2, 3, 2, 3, 2.
Row 13—(Final row—NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 2 (Make 76)—With B instead of A repeat Motif 1.
Join with flat Loops (Page 18) as on Chart, Page 22. Block and steam lightly.
Bind on 4 sides with Satin Binding, mitering corners neatly.

"ESQUIRE" MAN'S SCARF No. 3370
(Continued from Page 14)

MOTIF 1 (Make 22)—With A wind 4 in. by 4 in. With B weave Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.
Row 3—[U1, O1], [U3, O1] 7 times; end, U1, O1, U loop.
Repeat rows 2 and 3 alternately until 16 rows from beginning.
Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 2 (Make 11)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, with A weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

MOTIF 3 (Make 22)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A, with A weave 1 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
Join as on Chart, Page 22.
FRINGE—Wind A and B each around 3-inch wide piece of cardboard. Cut along one edge. Hook 2 strands of A in each double loop of Motifs 2 and 3. Hook 1 strand of A and 1 strand of B in each double loop of Motif 1.
Block and steam lightly.

"SITTIN" KITTEN No. 3363
(Continued from Page 14)

MOTIF 1 (Make 4)—Weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
MOTIF 2 (Make 1)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A, weave 1 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
Join and stuff two sets of two Motifs 1, back to back, as shown, Page 23, stuff slightly around top corners of Head for Ears. Sew Body and Head together and Embroider as shown.
TAIL—Fold Motif 2 across width, stuff and join. Attach to bottom center back. Tie ribbon bow around neck.

"HEARTH" DOORSTOP No. 3366
(Continued from Page 13)

MOTIF 1 (Make 2)—Weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
MOTIF 2 (Make 4)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
MOTIF 3 (Make 6)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, weave 3 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.
Embroider (cross-stitch over two woven threads each way) one Motif 1 and four Motifs 3 as in diagram, Page 23, then join as on Chart.
Block and steam lightly.
Place cardboard around Brick to make size 3% by 2% by 8 inches; cover Brick and join.

"ROSEBUD" KNITTING BAG No. 3367
(Continued from Page 13)

MOTIF 1 (Make 24)—Weave 4 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.
Row 3—Repeat row 1.
Row 4—[O1, U3], [O1, U1] 12 times, O1, U3, O loop.
Repeat rows 1 and 4 alternately 5 times.
Repeat rows 1 and 2.
Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.
Embroider (half-cross-stitch over one woven thread each way) as on Chart, Page 23.

MOTIF 2 (Make 10)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove C-C, weave 3 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave or Design Weave as follows: Row 1—[U1, O1] across; end, U loop.
Row 2—[O1, U3] across; end, O loop.
Repeat these 2 rows until 12 rows from beginning.
Row 13—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 3 (Make 16)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B, weave as for Motif 2.
Join Motifs 1 and 2 and six Motifs 3 as on Chart, Page 23.
Block and steam lightly.
Cut lining to shape, sew to inside, tacking cardboard bottom between lining and bag.
For Handle Loops join ten Motifs 3 into 2 strips of five Motifs each; fold in half lengthwise and join along edges. Sew to inside of Bag (between top of lining and Bag).
"SCOTTIE" CARRIAGE COVER AND TOY
No. 3368
(Continued from Page 11)

MOTIF 6 (Make 18)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove A-A, with B weave 1 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.

COVER—Assemble Motifs 1 and 3 as in Fig. 1, Page 22, and join. Join all Motifs 2 to form Border strip then (with Color A) join to body in usual manner only at each seam in strip, draw yarn around strip and pull in tightly to form scallop.

Join Motifs 4, 5 and 6 as in Fig 2 and embroider Snout and Eye. Sew to Cover, stuffing slightly if desired, tack with buttons all Motifs 6 as shown. Block and steam lightly.

TOY—Assemble Motifs 4, 5 and 6 as in Fig. 3.

"OUTDOOR GIRL" SET No. 3371
(Continued from Page 9)

MITTEN (Make 2)—Join three Motifs 2 in row, fold and sew as X’d line in diagram leaving 2 ins. open.

Fold one Motif 2 and sew. Sew Thumb to Hand. Join two Motifs 3 to form 8-in. ring (2 ins. wide). Ease top of Mitten to 8 ins. and join to ring. With White work buttonhole stitch all around X’d line. Run double strand of White around Mitten 1 in. from top (see dotted line) and make bow. Shirr together at inside of wrist with elastic. Make 12 Pom pons as follows: wind yarn 50 times around ½-inch cardboard. Slide a threaded needle under yarn and tie securely. Slip from cardboard and cut loops. Trim. Sew a Pom pon to each White end as shown. Embroider White Daisies with varicolored French Knot centers (see diagrams, Page 22), at random over all pieces.

Block and steam lightly.

"ARGYLE" AFGHAN No. 3374
(Continued from Page 7)

Repeat rows 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2.

Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 2 (Make 39)—With B weave as Motif 1.

MOTIF 3 (Make 38)—With C weave as Motif 1. Join all Motifs as on Chart, Page 21 then weave Shadow-Line as shown.

Block and steam lightly.

"MILADY" AFGHAN No. 3376
(Continued from Page 6)

of row 4 (thus crossing long strand), then complete as row 4. Adjust yarn so that crossed strands are even.

Row 7—Repeat row 1.

Row 8—[O1, U1] twice, O9, U1, [O1, U1] 3 times, O9, U1, O1, U1, O loop.

Row 9—Repeat row 1.

Row 10—Work as row 8, crossing both long strands. Repeat rows 1, 4, 1, 6, 1, 2.

Row 17—(NEXT TO TEETH)—Repeat row 1.

MOTIF 3 (Make 18)—With B weave 4 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.

MOTIF 4 (Make 16)—With B weave 4 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 2.

MOTIF 5 (Make 18)—With C weave 4 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.

MOTIF 6 (Make 16)—With C weave 4 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 2.

MOTIF 7 (Make 18)—With D weave 4 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 1.

MOTIF 8 (Make 16)—With D weave 4 in. by 4 in. as for Motif 2.

MOTIF 9 (Make 320)—Using Adjusta-bar in groove B-B with E weave 2 in. by 4 in. Plain Weave.

Join all Motifs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to form 8 strips as on Chart, Page 19.

Join 272 Motifs 9, end to end, to form 8 strips 34 Motifs long and 2 ins. wide.

Join as on Chart, shirring Motif 9 as you work by taking up two double loops on Motif 9 for each one double loop on other Motifs (thus shirring each two Motifs 9 to size of one Motif).

Join 48 Motifs 9 into two strips 24 Motifs long, 2 ins. wide. Shirr and join in same way to top and bottom of Afghan easing one whole Motif into each corner for turning. Join ends of top and bottom ruffles to side ruffle.

Block and steam lightly.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS FOR WOOL ARTICLES

Make thick suds with hot water and soap flakes; add cold water until lukewarm.

Immerse article and work suds through it — do not rub or twist.

Rinse thoroughly in three lukewarm waters, squeeze gently between hands to remove soap.

After final rinsing, gently squeeze out excess moisture between hands. Roll article loosely in turkish towel to remove balance of moisture.

Remove article from towel, shape to original outline. Allow to dry at room temperature.
To Join Loop Weave Motifs

To Make Openwork Joining

Openwork Joining

To Join with Flat Loops

Joining with Flat Loops

To join with Raised Loops, first join as for Openwork, then fold as shown and sew together. Open flat.

To Join with Raised Loops

Joining with Raised Loops
How To Weave The Loop Weave

By using the Adjusta-bar, which is an exclusive Bucilla Magic-Loom feature, you may very easily weave unusual Loop effects on Plain Weave or on any Design Weave as follows:

First Step—For 2 inch Loops place Adjusta-bar in groove B-B (for 1 inch loops use groove C-C and wind yarn from Side 2 to Side 4). Wind yarn as for First Step (Fig. 1, Page 2) ignoring Adjusta-bar and allowing yarn to pass between whichever teeth of the Adjusta-bar are most convenient. The 2 inches of winding (or 1 inch if using groove C-C) on the far side of the Adjusta-bar will form the Loops and are not to be woven.

Second Step—Wind as for Second Step (Fig. 2, Page 2), stopping at 1 tooth before the Adjusta-bar.

Third Step—Wind as for Third Step (Fig. 3, Page 2), using Adjusta-bar as one side and winding over threads of Second Step only.

Fourth Step—Weave any design, weaving through the 3 layers of winding in usual way (leaving Loops beyond Adjusta-bar free). Remove entire Motif from Magic-Loom.

"OMBREE PLAID" AFGHAN No. 3375
(Shown on Page 4)

"MILADY" AFGHAN No. 3376
(Shown on Page 6)
"SHADOW LOOP" Crib Cover No. 3384  
(Shown on Page 10)

"SCOTTIE" CARRIAGE COVER AND TOY No. 3368  
(Shown on Page 11)

LEGS AND TAIL: (Make 5) Sew and stuff.

BODY: Sew and stuff, then insert 1 inch of tail at A.

HEAD: Sew leaving 3 inches open at center and stuff.

Insert corner of body and sew around.

Tack an ear on each side with buttons.

Tack legs thru body with buttons on each side.

"ESQUIRE" MAN'S SCARF No. 3370  
(Shown on Page 18)

"INFANT'S" BUNTING AND MITTEN SET No. 3378  
(Shown on Page 11)

CLOSE SHOULDERS BY SEWING TOP (DOTTED LINE) TOGETHER LEAVING 2 CENTER MOTIFS FREE. FRONT AND BACK FOR NECK EDGE.

Join Hood to Bunting around heavy line at neck edge from X to Y (leaving lapels free) easing hood in across back.

LAZY DAISIES

Fig. 1

Fig. 2  
To Make French Knot Centers

Fig. 3

Mittens

Fold at arrow and join along heavy line.